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AryanPriest666 [wrote]: 5/6 of OpenAI's founders are Jewish. 

 

 
This gives me an opportunity for a general reply here. 

 
The "Founders" might be, but what about developers, engineers and so on? 

Jews will of course be at the top as most Gentiles don't want to give 50$ to 

something meaningful that could affect human life. 

 
Many also have many other bright goals that consist of doing only goy things all 

day. Even if the goy makes 10,000$ per week, it will sometimes be 9,000$ in 

boose and worthless pursuits, and then a thousand so they don't get evicted. 

 
Because the striking majority of Gentiles are right now busy cross legged 

somewhere only doing weed and jacking off on pornhub all day, so technically 

speaking manifestation of advances or influence on them doesn't really manifest 

through these people. 

 
That's the wrong route man takes without spiritual guidance. Eventually this does 

nothing to evolve them but devolve them. As one goes down the ladder of 

evolution into wrong practices, others can eventually enslave them. 

 
Gentiles have at least half of the blame for the situation with jews. The Jews 

didn't come with an invading army and by force to win people over. They are 

there because Gentiles have completely mismanaged themselves. Jews running 

the world is not only because of jews themselves. 

 
In fact, it's in the absence of others that they run the world. 

 
The whole "But JEWS!!!" is just a stupid orc type of mentality which dwells inside 

people who always deny self responsibility.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=5&t=81964


If people wanted to do better they could actually start lifting their asses and let 

go of the eternal "Muh Jew" victimhood status. This "Muh Jew" victimhood status 

is unfitting for anyone's ancestors. 

 
It's also technically unfitting for anyone being a Spiritual Satanist as when you 

are a Spiritual Satanist you remove a giant part and then the whole yoke of the 

jew. 

 
However Gentiles are going to be busy calling me Evil Hitler for telling them that, 

jacking off to previous eras of Gentile attainment, allowing pencil necks and insta 

skanks to tell them what to do and to be sissies, hoping in some corner this 

practice will produce only just a dopamine rush if ever, allowing themselves to 

drop on the lowest levels of human purpose and productivity, to become 

dopamine infested enslaved freaks that scroll phones for 7 hours per day, and 

then somewhere along the lines as they are a farm animal and look above the 

ceiling and they see the jews laughing at the pig farm, they are like "Oh, Jews 

run it!" 

 
At least we can thank them for that instead of being a completely blind resource 

to the jew. Ok, now that we know about this tragic mistake, what is the next 

logical thing any self respecting individual, female or male, ought to do? Of 

course start reversing this practice and start becoming a proper human being. 

 
Great, Jews run this, have that, what have you, again, we know. Kanye recently 

said everything too, maybe someone else will go sacrifice themselves on a giant 

furka for humans to know again. 

 
But people must then accept they no longer want to be pigs and decide to run 

out of the farm. You can do this and it's possible now. If you are reading this, you 

are out. But still one has the form of the pig they need to drive away, the spell of 

the jew who turned them into nothing of what humans ought to be. 

 
As the jews will be busy doing a 50,000$ baby shower for another kike just 

because the worthless creature needs to open a business at some point, 

Gentiles will sit on the corner and spend 500$ weekly on alcohol and other 

devastating things for themselves and others. 

 
"Jews' fault, they run it", lol.



Gentiles will require state level negotiations to do the absolute minimum for what 

will save their life, or to do something brave to expand what matters, like for the 

JoS [and in most cases not even negotiate] yet when a Rabbi gives a phone call 

to Mr Bankman Fried from FTX, oh, he within 5 years will do his mission to bring 

home in Israel the loot for 30 billion and to corrupt fool Zelensky. 

 
Because apparently this kike and the kikes around him care, and they are like, 

you know what, gotta remain dominant on this planet, yes. Gotta avoid goy 

waking up, yes. 

 
Goy always will be that 'What if I give this, well no, I need something, maybe, 

whatever, next week, wait until I become trillionaire, what is going on why yall 

trying to scam my weed money', the list goes. 

 
In short one has to first start escaping the goy mentality, and then set their 

sights towards a better version of self through the practices and a 

generally better outlook on life. Simultaneously with this, one must work 

on great works that will involve them and others. This is how one truly 

frees people and their minds from the jews on the actual level inside a soul. 

 

OK, jews run things. Maybe it's about time the goy stops whining about the Jews 

and starts doing something positive instead of whining at this all day. I had 

enough "Jews run this", we know they do, of all places, everyone knows this. 

Especially Spiritual Satanists have fewer things than anyone to fear and one is 

at no excuse besides their own self of never seeking to do anything. 

 
What was putting the jew above others was simply the fact the "others" 

didn't have spiritual knowledge. We solved this and keep solving this 

subject. 

 
As many of our own are also animal goys and saboteurs of anyone who tries to 

do better in life [our GLORIOUS PEOPLES and RACIAL COMPATRIOTS, who 

will gun you down if you don't believe in Rabbi Jesus the master jew in the Bible 

belt] One has to understand our relationships can only be limited. Our loyalty to 

our species is focused on a loyalty to our species dealing with the higher and 

awakened elements of that species, and also, those who want to do anything 

besides complaining.



The bullshit nonsense of the whole "National Socialist" wing ever since Hitler 

with the sole exception of Commander Rockwell and very few people has always 

been nothing at all in my opinion. It's a waste of human energy and nothing else. 

 
I personally admire Adolf Hitler for his success as a human being that rose the 

spiritual ladder, the Divine Dharma he showed to the world, and not because I 

wanted to hate kikes because I can't stop drinking beers and I want to sit 

somewhere telling myself all day "it's the jews' fault" that nobody of my bunch 

actually did anything whatsoever except of watching pornhub all day and going 

around aimlessly with a truck to find a better place to fart into for 8 hours straight 

for yet another night, and never going to get educated or study or go to the gym 

because I couldn't be bothered, or never doing any craft and mastering it with 

my own hands. 

 
The so called "politics" around this subject at this time and era is, the "Agencies" 

are going to be with you in no time to offer you grenades and means of violence, 

to make you into some sort of terrorist, and then put you in jail to sit there while 

you sit with your hand vertically and say "Hail...I forgot his name because I didn't 

even have a moment to study about him...Oh yes, Hitler". 

 
Therefore, as I see from reality, the above beliefs are only obsolete. The Eternal 

Dharma of the people is still there and always has been. We are moving forward 

into a state of higher understanding which has far distanced itself from the 

political narratives on jews, to an existential narrative on them. 

 
This existential narrative adds on us new wings of self development and 

responsibility. 

 
That's why I am not and will never be in any politics on the subject. This subject 

was never political, it has to do with species development. No development = do 

as many parties as you want = fail equally. Only a part of it can ever be reflected 

in politics. 

 
Without self evolution and without assumption of personal responsibility, and 

turning one's sights to the greater potential of one's race, Whites have nothing 

to ask from their future. The same goes for Blacks and Asians and anyone else. 



Spiritual Satanists must stand above this context as eagles with open eyes, and 

instead of complaining of anything, must accept and move on to solve. 

 

Let us further demystify why jews have everything and do "everything": Because 

Gentiles are being bred to be and accept to be lazy, don't want to do what 

it takes, and they lack bravery and determination to do things with their 

existence. 

 
Here's the demystified recipe. As one fixes the above, they will do meaningful 

things for their people and society, and definitely to the extent of their capacities 

do something wonderful and great in life. 
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